Introduction.
We present a rather general study of certain "quasi topologicaF concepts associated with a capacity C on a topological space X, that is, an increasing, countably subadditive set function, defined on the set % (X) of all subsets of X, and such that C(0) = 0.
A set A C X is called quasi closed if there exist closed sets F with C(AAF) as small as we please, A denoting symmetric difference. Any finite union or countable intersection of quasi closed sets is quasi closed. A key result (Theorem 2.7) asserts that if X has a countable base, and if C is sequentially order continuous from below, then every non-void class 96 of quasi closed subsets of X which is stable 124 BENT FUGLEDE under countable intersection has a quasi minimal element, that is, a set Ho E 9e such that C(HQ\H) = 0 for all H E 96.
As corollaries we obtain the existence of a ^quasi closure^ of any set A C X, and a l< 'quasi support^ for any outer measure on X which does not chaige the sets E C X with C(E) = 0. Also there are similar results ( § 3.4) for quasi semicontinuous functions instead of quasi closed sets.
The method employed has been extracted from a proof given by Choquet [11] for a theorem of Getoor [18] concerning the fine topology in potential theory.
In § 4 we introduce a notion of compatibility between the quasi topology (associated with a given capacity C on the topological space X) and an actual new topology on X, termed the "fine" topology (though not always required to be finer than the original topology on X). For this compatibility it is required 1) that quasi closed sets be precisely the sets equivalent to finely closed sets, 2) that any set E whose points x are finely isolated in E and of capacity C({.y}) = 0 should be finely closed, and 3) that these sets E be precisely the sets with C(E) = 0. After having derived a number of consequences of such a compatibility, we characterize the topologies (if any), compatible with the given quasi topology, by means of the so-called base operation (essentially that of forming the finely derived set), which is shown to determine a kind of "lifting" of the equivalence classes of quasi closed sets. The question remains open, however, whether such a lifting always exists under the present very general circumstances.
The final § 5 is intended as a general framework for the study of various capacities and fine topologies of potential theory, cf. Brelot [2] , [6] . In addition to the capacity C is given a convex cone U of lower semicontinuous functions u : X --> [0 , + o 0 ]. Copying Cartan's definition from the classical case (where ^ is the cone of superharmonic functions), the fine topology is defined as the coarsest topology, finer than the original topology on X, such that every u € 'U becomes continuous. Sufficient conditions are obtained under which this fine topology be compatible with the quasi topology associated with C. Applications, notably to the capacity and fine topology with respect to a kernel, are sketched (with reference to [15] and a forthcoming detailed exposition).
Capacity as a countably aubadditive set function.
We denote throughout by %(X) the lattice of all subsets of a set X. In the present introductory section X denotes an arbitrary set (without topology), exept for § 1.5. Throughout this paper C will denote a fixed capacity on X in the above sense. this addition, but only mention one interesting example from potential theory of such a complete "lattice semigroup" which may replace [0 , 4-oo] , viz. the lattice of all hyperharmonic functions > 0 (on a harmonic space) with the natural pointwise notions of order and addition (cf. § 5.6, in particular note 11).
DEFINITION. -By a capacity on X we understand, in this paper, an increasing, countably subadditive set function C on %(X)
into
Quasi open, quasi closed and quasi compact sets.
Throughout the rest of this paper, X will always denote a topo logical space. In contexts involving compact subsets of X it is tacitly assumed that X is separated, i.e., a Hausdorff space. The closure of a set A C X is denoted by A. We continue the study of a capacity C on X in the sense of Definition 1.1.
DEFINITION. -A set A C X is called quasi open (quasi closed, quasi compact) with respect to C if inf{C(AAE)|E open (closed, compact)} = 0 .
Equivalently, there should exist sets a; C X with C(a;) as small as we please and such that A\co may be extended to an open (closed, compact) subset of X by adding points of a?. In other words (leaving out the quasi compact case), A\o? should be open (resp. closed) relatively to X\o?.
Clearly, A is quasi open if and only if X\A is quasi closed. Each of the 3 notions depends only on the equivalence class of the set A. Proof.
-The quasi open case is reduced to the quasi closed case by duality. If A is quasi closed (quasi compact) there exists an open set o? with C(co) as small as we please such that A\co may be extended to a closed (compact) subset of X by adding points of a?. Since X\Q} is now closed, the set E : = A\co is itself closed (compact), and A\E C c*; has arbitrary small capacity. B
LEMMA. -Any countable union or finite intersection of quasi open sets is quasi open. Any countable intersection or finite union of quasi closed (quasi compact) sets is quasi closed (quasi compact).
Proof. -Follows easily by use of the countable subadditivity of C under observation of the inclusions Remark. -The intersection of a quasi compact set and a quasi closed set is quasi compact. In particular, any quasi closed subset of a quasi compact set is quasi compact.
2.4.
Quasi stable capacity. -The capacity C on the topological space X is called quasi stable if every set A C X is contained in some quasi closed set H such that C(H) = C(A).
On account of the preceding lemma, C is quasi stable if and only if, for every A C X,
2.5. THEOREM( 1 ). -Each of the following conditions is necessary and sufficient for a capacity C to be quasi stable :
( 1 ) This result is inspired by Choquet [10] who proved (using properties of the fine topology) that the classical newtonian outer capacity has the property a).
Choquet also noted that a) implies b), and that one may add, in a), the further requirement that Ai be "stable" in the sense that C(A^) = C(A^, and similarly that, in b), all the sets A^ may be required to be stable. He further established that, under certain additional assumptions, one may replace E by 0 in b), but in that case the sets A^ cannot always be chosen to be stable sets, not even in case of newtonian outer capacity. a) Every set A C X admits, for every £ > 0, a partition A = A^ U E such that C(Ai)<C(A) , C(E)<£ .
b) Every set AC X admits, for every e > 0, a partition
such that S C(A^) < C(A) + e , C(E) = 0 .
weN Proof. -It suffices to consider the case C(A) < + oo. Suppose first that C is quasi stable according to the definition above. Choose closed sets F^ C X so that C(HAF^) < £/2", and put F = HF^ , AI = A OF, E = A\F. Then Ai C F C F^ for each n, and hence
showing that C(A^) < C(H) == C(A). On the other hand, ECH\FCU(H\F^) , and so C(E) < £. This establishes a).
The implication a) > b) is obtained by repeated application of a) :
A==A^UEi , C(Ai)<C(A) , C(Ei)<£/2 ,
etc. This leads to b) with E = H E.. . Proof. -The necessity is obvious. As to the sufficiency, the stated inequality extends to quasi open sets c*;. In fact, let G be open, and C(GA(x;) < £. Then C(Ai n cj) < c(Ai n G) + £ < CCA^ n G) + £ < C(A^ n ex;) + 2£ , and hence C(A^ 0 a;) < C(A^ 0 a;). It remains only to apply this tô = X\A^ . [| 2.7. Existence of quasi minimal sets. -In compensation for the fact that the intersection of a non-countable family of quasi closed sets need not be quasi closed (even in the classical newtonian case), we have the following main result (cf. [15] There is of course a dual version of the theorem asserting the existence of a quasi maximal element of every class of quasi open sets which is stable under countable union.
Proof. -(inspired by Choquet [11] ). Let {(^n^ne^ denote a countable base of open subsets of X. We may assume without loss of generality that any finite union of sets from this base belongs to the base.
For every set A C X there exists a set H C 96 such that
In fact, we may take H = H £" , where the sets E,, E 96 are so wcN chosen that inf C(A H E.) = inf C(A n E) . Proof. -Follows at once from the above theorem and the remark to it when applied to the class of all quasi closed sets quasi containing A. This class is, in fact, saturated and stable under countable intersection, and it depends only on the equivalence class of A.
[ By duality we obtain similarly the existence of an equivalence class of quasi interiors of a set A, that is, quasi maximal elements in the saturated class of all quasi open sets quasi contained in A.
Remark -Still under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.7, C is quasi stable if and only if C(A*) = C(A) for every set AC X and every quasi closure A* of A.
2.9.
Quasi support. -As a further application of Theorem 2.7 we consider, in addition to the given capacity C, another such capacity ô n X (e.g. an outer measure on X). We suppose that
for E C X. Denote by 3€(p.) the class of all sets H which are quasi closed (with respect to C) and which carry ^ in the sense that ;i(X\H) = 0. Clearly 9€(p.) is saturated and stable under countable intersection. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.7 there corresponds to ^ an equivalence class of quasi supports, that is, quasi minimal elements in 96(^1). This result is the quasi topological analogue to Getoofs theorem [18] in the fine topology of potential theory (cf. Choquet 
Proof ( 2 ). -Given £ > 0 choose compact sets !€" C H^ so that C(H^\K^) < e|2 n (cf. Lemma 2.2), and put K;. = ^ K. , K = 0 K;. = n K^ . At this point we recall a capacitability theorem of Choquet [9] according to which every SC-Souslin set A C X is (C , iK^-capacitable in the sense that
2 ) This result was stated incorrectly in Fuglede [15, Lemma 2] , where "quasi closed sets of finite capacity" should be read as "quasi compact sets" (as above).
provided that the outer capacity C has the property (5), § 2.7, of sequential order continuity from below (on arbitrary sets)( 3 ). 
If every compact set is capacitable, that is, if c is a capacity in the original sense of Choquet [8, § 15] , then dually c(nK^)=infc(K^) (8) for any downward directed family of compact sets K^ (cf. (6) above). Suppose now, in addition, that c(0) = 0 and that c is subadditive on3C :
for arbitrary compact sets Ki , K^ . Then c^ is subadditive on open sets, and in fact countably subadditive on such sets in view of (7) . Consequently c* is countably subadditive on arbitrary sets. 3 ) The same holds with SC replaced by the class 3^ * of all quasi compact sets (use Theorem 3.7). Actually, this leads only apparently to an extension of the above result because every quasi compact set is equivalent to a set of class SCff, and hence every ^'"-Souslin set is equivalent to a S^C-Souslin set.
capacitable. In particular, if every open subset of X is of class 9Cy (e.g. if X is a locally compact space with a countable base of open sets) then every outer capacity C which is sequentially order continuous from below (cf. (5), § 2.7) has the form c*.
Quasi continuity and quasi semicontinuity.
We consider again a capacity C on a topological space X (separated in contexts involving compact sets). We use the abbreviations l.s.c. (resp. u.s.c.) for lower (resp. upper) semicontinuous. Proof. -Choose 0:0 C X with C(c^) < £/2 so that /" --> / uniformly on X\O;Q . For every n = 1,2,... choose a;^ C X with C(c^) < ^/2 n+l so that /" is continuous, l. There is a dual version of the theorem asserting the existence of a quasi maximal element of every set of quasi Ls.c. functions stable under countable supremum.
Proof. -We merely utilize the conclusion of the analogous Theorem 2.7 concerning quasi closed sets. For every ^ € [-oo , + oo] put for brevity As to the last inclusion note that, for every x € Ey° and every rational r < t, we have hy(x) > f^(x) > t > r, and hence x e E^ = H^ . It now follows that f>fo because the set
is a countable union of sets Ey°\E^ of capacity 0. 
4.1.
The base of a set. -Let X denote a set endowed with a topology. With a view at the applications below (where this topology is not the initially given topology on X), we denote the closure of a set A by A. A set E C X will be called discrete if every point of x is isolated in E (that is, if the topological subspace E is discrete).
Let there be given a certain subset XQ of X. In view of the potential theoretic applications, (cf. § § 5.6 and 5.7), the points of XQ will be called the polar points of X. (In classical potential theory in R", the only non polar point is the point at infinity, which it is sometimes convenient to adjoin to R", n > 3).
DEFINITION. -The base b(A) of a set AC X is the set of all points of A \\^hich are not both polar and isolated in A.
Equivalently,
xeb(A)
In the case XQ = X where all points of X are polar, b (A) reduces to the derived set (the set of all "limit points" for A).
Immediate consequences. -For any set A C X we have :
A=AU6(A).
[
BENT FUGLEDE
Thus A\b(A) is the discrete set of all isolated, polar points of A. Conversely, any discrete set E of polar points, that is, any set E such that E H&(E) = 0, has the form E = A\b(A) (e.g. with A = E).
The base mapping b : %(X) --> %(X) is additive (in particular increasing) :
Let us now assume that every polar point forms a closed set : {x}" = {x} fo^ any x G X^ . Then it is an elementary fact from topology that A and A have the same isolated polar points and hence also the same base. Thus If every polar point of X forms a closed set, it is easily verified that / and / have the same base :
We now impose a much stronger condition.
THEOREM( 5 ). -Suppose that any countable union of discrete sets of polar points is discrete and closed. Then
b) Any convergent sequence of polar points is constant from a certain step. c) Any compact subset of X contains at most a finite number of polar points.
d) // X is locally compact, the set XQ of all polar points is discrete.
e) // X satisfies the first axiom of countability, XQ is discrete.
Proof. -Note first that any polar point x forms a discrete and hence closed set x . More generally, any countable set of polar points is discrete and closed. (The properties b)-e) depend only on this latter consequence of the hypothesis of the theorem).
Ad a). For t > 0 write
Any point x E E^ is polar, hence closed. It follows that x is isolated m{y G.X\ f(y)> t},2i fortiori in E^. This shows that Ey is a discrete set of polar points, and consequently the union E = U{E^ 11 rational} is a discrete and closed set of polar points, by our hypothesis. It is clear, however, that any two functions f^ , f^ : X --> [0 , + °°] which differ only in some discrete and closed set E C XQ , have the same base. Since, in particular, b(f) = f except in the above discrete ( 5 ) In classical potential theory the fine topology, introduced by Cartan [7] , satisfies the hypothesis of this theorem. In the absence of non polar points, the base b(A) coincides here with the finely derived set (the set of all fine limit points for A). It consists of all points of X at which A is not thin (effile) in the sense of Brelot, cf. e.g. Brelot [1] or [6] (See also Theorem 5.2 below). -For an extensive and more general study of topologies such as the fine topology, see Doob [12] .
and closed set E C Xg , we conclude that b(b(f)) =&(/), which in turn equals b(f) as remarked above. Ad b). For any sequence (x^) of polar points x^ converging to some point x G X, the countable set of all x^ =^= x is closed and hence finite since it does not contain the limit x.
Ad c). Any countable set C K H XQ (K compact) is discrete and closed, hence compact and consequently finite.
Ad d). Any polar point x €: XQ has a compact neighbourhood K. Since K HX^ is finite, {x} is open relatively to K FiXg and hence also relatively to XQ because K HX^ is a neighbourhood ofxinXo.
Ad e). If X (or just Xo) satisfies the first axiom of countability, and if x G XQ were not isolated in XQ , then there would exist a sequence of points of Xg , different from x and converging to x, which contradicts b). B
4.3.
Topology compatible with the quasi topology. -In the sequel X denotes a topological space and C : %(X) --> [0 , + °°] a capacity on X in the sense of Def. 1.1.
In addition to the given (or "initial") topology on X we shall consider another topology on X, termed the "fine" topology (although we do not require here that it be finer than the initial topology). Topological notions pertaining to this new topology on X will be distinguished by the qualification "fineOy)". We denote by A the fine closure of a set A C X, and by A the closure of A in the initial topology on X.
We shall appeal to the content of § § 4.1. and 4.2., taking from now on as polar points those points x €E X for which C({x}) = 0. Thus we put 
DEFINITION. -A new topology (termed "fine") on X is said to be compatible with the quasi topology determined by the capacity C on X if the following two conditions are fulfilled :
quasi closed if and only if it is C-equivalent to some finely closed set.
(T^) For any set EC X we have the implications
The property (T^) states that a set E has capacity 0 if and only if E is a finely discrete set of polar points (points of capacity 0), and further that any such set is finely closed. (It follows then that b(E) = 0).
In particular, the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2 is a consequence of (T^). -We mention in passing that the fine topology of Cartan in classical newtonian potential theory is compatible with the quasi topology determined by the newtonian capacity (see § 5.6 or § 5.7 below). 6 ) The fine continuity refers to the (induced) fine topology on (subsets of) X, and the given topology on Y.
/"^ft^), being equivalent to G^ since C(E) = 0. Consequently /is quasi continuous by the remark to Lemma 3.3. -Conversely, suppose that /:X -->Y is quasi continuous. Then /"^ft^) is quasi open, hence equivalent to some finely open set G^ , again by complementation of (Ti). Writing E^ :==/^(ft^A G,, and E == U E^ , we thus have C(E^) = 0 and hence C(E) = 0. We show that the restriction of / to X\E is finely continuous at any point xGX\E. For any n such that f(x) G Sl^ the set /~1 (S2y,)\E = G^\E contains x and is open in the induced fine topology on X\E.
Ad b). Proceed as above, but with Sl^ replaced by [-°°, ty\ (in the case of upper semicontinuity), where t^ ranges over the rational reals, and apply Lemma 3.3. Next replace/by-/, fl Conversely, (Ti) is a particular case of b).
REMARK. -Since we have allowed infinite values for / in statement b), the fine semicontinuity of / relatively to some set Cequivalent to X amounts (even without the hypothesis (T^)) to the apparently stronger property that / is C-equivalent to some finely (upper, resp. lower) semicontinuous function h on X (that is, / = h quasi everywhere). In fact, we may take for h (say in the case of upper semicontinuity) the finely u.s.c. envelope of the function which equals / in X\E and -oo in E. -Note however that a quasi continuous function / : X --> [-oo , + oo] need not be equivalent to any finely continuous function. In the newtonian case this appears e.g. from the example f(x) := sin(l/|jc|) for x =^= 0 (the value at x = 0 being immaterial). 
The converse implications hold if f^, and in the latter case also f^, is quasi u.s.c.
Proof. -Ad a). According to the above lemma it remains only to establish the "only if" part. For this we merely use the "only if" part of (T^) together with the implication
which is a consequence of (T^) (and actually needed at this point, like CI\), as shown by taking /= Ig). Thus let /: X --> Y be quasi continuous. By the lemma, / is then finely continuous relatively to X\E for some set E C X with C(E) = 0. It follows that/is actually finely continuous in the finely open set X\E, and hence quasi everywhere since C(E) = 0.
Ad b). Without any hypothesis, 2) and 4) are equivalent and imply 3). According to the above lemma and remark we have equivalence between 1) and 3) under the sole hypothesis (T\). Finally, 3) implies 2) by the above consequence of (T^) (which again is also a necessary condition).
We proceed to establish the former part of c) and of d), now under full use of (T^) as well as (T\). According to the proof of Theorem 4.2 a), &(/) equals / except in some finely discrete set E of polar points, that is, by (T^), a set E such that C(E) = 0. It was also noted that changing a function / in a finely discrete and finely closed set E of polar points (that is, a set E such that b (E) = 0) does not affect the base b(f). In view of (T^), this implies the former part of d). 
4.4.
The lattice of bases (cf. Doob [12] ). -We continue the study of a "fine" topology compatible with the quasi topology associated with a capacity C on X. According to § 4.2 the mapping / --> b(f) of [0 , 4-o^ into itself has the following properties Proof -(Cf. Doob [12] ). The pointwise supremum /i v/^ of two bases is a base because
and hence is the supremum of (/i ,./^) in (B. Denoting by / the pointwise supremum, resp. infimum, of an arbitrary family (/^) of bases, it is clear that b(f) is a majorant, resp. a minorant, for (/^) in (B because the base mapping b is increasing. And for any majorant, resp. minorant, h E (B for (/^) we have h > /, resp. h < /, and hence 
-Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4, the collection of all bases (as sets) A C X is a complete lattice under inclusion. The supremum of any finite family of such bases is the union thereof. The infimum of any family of bases is the base of their intersection, and there is always a countable subfamily with the same infimum.
COROLLARY 2. -(cf. Getoor [18] , Choquet [11] ). Let ^: [12] Except for the last assertion, which is straightforward, this corollary was established in the latter part of the proof of Theorem 4.4 (in dual form : infimum of finely u.s.c. functions > 0, this latter restriction being immaterial).
COROLLARY 4. -(Cf. Brelot [4]). a) Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4, we have

C(^) =supC(AJ for any upward directed family of finely open sets A^ C X. b) Under the additional hypotheses that X is a Hausdorff space (in the initial topology) and that C is an outer capacity, we have C(^A^ =mfC(A^)
for any downward directed family of finely closed sets A^ contained in a quasi compact set.
In view of the quasi Lindelof principle above, these assertions reduce to the case of an increasing, resp. decreasing, sequence ; and here the result follows a) from the assumed sequential order continuity of C from below, and b) from Theorem 2.10 since the sets A^ are quasi compact by CI\) together with the remark to Lemma 2.3.
4.5.
While the above results on the fine topology were derived from corresponding, more elementary results concerning the quasi topology, the following is an example in the opposite direction :
THEOREM. -In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4 suppose that the fine topology (compatible with the quasi topology) is uniformizable. Then every quasi u.s.c. function f: X --> [-00,4-oo] is representable as the pointwise inflmum of a decreasing sequence of quasi continuous functions /" .
Proof. -Since the fine topology is uniformizable, any finely u.s.c. function / : X •--> [-°° , + oo] is the pointwise infimum of its finely continuous majorants. By the quasi Lindelof principle, / is equal q.e. to the pointwise infimum of some decreasing sequence of such majorants g^. This latter assertion remains valid for any quasi u.s.c. function/on account of Remark 4.3. Thus there is a set E C X with C(E) = 0 such that f(x) = mfg^(x) for every x€X\E. The ft functions /" defined by
for x e E , g^x) for JCGX\E, are quasi continuous by Lemma 4.3 (being equivalent to ^), and f(x) = inf f^(x) for every x ex. B is then an additive and idempotent mapping o/%(X) into %(X). The It is an open problem whether such a lifting always exists, corresponding, say, to a given outer capacity C on a locally compact space X with a countable base of open sets, C being moreover sequentially order continuous from below.
In the final section of the present paper we shall consider a case (adapted to applications in potential theory) in which there exists an additive lifting b of quasi closed sets, or, equivalently, a topology compatible with the quasi topology. This new topology will be finer than the initial topology on X, and it will be completely regular (that is, separated and uniformizable) provided the initial topology is completely regular.
We close the present section by a discussion of the well known case of liftings associated with an outer Radon measure, in particular the case of Lebesgue measure. 
Density topology and approximately continuous functions.-
In order to dispose of a density theorem let us restrict the attention to the case of Lebesgue measure fi on X = R". The (outer) upper density of a set A C R" at a point x G R" is defined bŷ What we have defined here are, more precisely, the strong upper or lower density and the strong density, the qualification strong referring to the use of arbitrary intervals Q. If instead we allow cubes only (products of intervals on R of equal length) we obtain the ordinary upper and lower density, d^x , A) and d^(x , A), and (when these are equal) the ordinary density d^ (x , A).
The density theorem (cf. Saks [21] ) asserts that d(x , A) (hence do (x , A)) exists and equals 1 almost everywhere in A for any set A C R", and that d(x , A) (hence d^(x , A)) exists and equals 0 almost everywhere in C A if A is measurable.
We now define the (strong) base b (A) of a set A C R" by 6(A)={xGR"|d(jc,A)>0}. Replacing throughout the strong density d(x , A), etc., by the ordinary density d^(x ,A), we obtain the ordinary base &o(A)={^€=R"|^Oc,A)>0} of sets A C R", and the corresponding ordinary density topology on R", again compatible with the quasi topology associated with ^*. All that was said above carries over mutatis mutandis. In particular, the continuous functions in the ordinary density topology are the "ordinary" approximately continuous functions.
The ordinary density topology on R" is strictly finer than the strong density topology (except of course for n = 1 where d^ = d\ A rather deep result of Goffman, Neugebauer, and Nishiura [19] asserts that the ordinary density topology on R" is completely regular, but not normal, whereas the strong density topology is not even regular for n > 1. It is also known (contained implicitly in Ridder [20] ) that every connected open subset of R" is connected in the ordinary density topology, hence also in the strong density topology. Of course, neither of the two density topologies is locally compact or first countable (follows from Theorem 4.2 above). -Finally, let us remark that Theorem 4.5, or rather the principal step in the proof of it, was established by Zink [23] in the case of the strong density topology.
The fine topology determined by a cone of lower semicontinuous functions.
In this section we consider, following Brelot [2], [6] , a convex cone ^ of l.s.c. functions u defined on a topological space X and with values in [0 , + °°]. Such a cone 'H determines a new topology on X (finer than the given topology) as defined by Cartan [7] in case of classical potential theory, where ^ is the cone of superharmonic functions. Subsequently we shall obtain sufficient conditions for this new topology, the fine topology on X, to be compatible with the quasi topology associated with a given capacity C on X in the sense of Def. 4.3.
DEFINITION. -
The fine topology on X, determined by the cone 'LI, is the coarsest topology on X, finer than the initial topology, such that all the functions u e «U are continuous.
THEOREM. -If the initial topology on X is 1) separated, 2) regular, or 3) completely regular, then so is the fine topology. If X is locally compact in the initial topology, then X is a Baire space also in the fine topology.
Proof. -The fine topology is defined as the coarsest topology on X such that the following mappings of the set X are continuous : The identity mapping of X into the topological space X with the given (initial) topology, and further each of the mappings u € ^U of X into [0 , + oo] (with the usual topology). In view of this, the former part of the theorem reduces to well known facts from general topology. And moreover, if X is locally compact (in the initial topology), then each point x G X has a fundamental system of fine neighbourhoods each of which is compact in the initial topology. From this latter property (together with the fact that, by hypothesis, X is separated in the initial topology) follows, however, easily that X is a Baire space in the fine topology (by use of the well known method of proof that any locally compact space is a Baire space ( 8 ). D 5.2. In addition to the cone ^ let a subset XQ of X be given. As in § §4.1 and 4.2 the points ofX^ are called polar points ( 9 ). We then dispose of the concepts introduced there. In particular, the base of a set A C X, and more generally of a function / : X ---> [0 , + oo] is defined by Since the functions u G ^U are finely continuous, R. is finely u.s.c., and we have R^r = R^.. Iff is finely l.s.c. then R^ = R^ for any set A.
5.4.
Thinness of a set. -According to Brelot [2] , [6] a set A C X is said to be thin (or effile) at a point x E CA if there exists u € ^U such that
Thus A is thin at x G C A if and only if there exists a neighbourhood V of x (in the initial topology on X) with the property that R^y(x)<l , or equivalently that there exists u G ^ such that u > 1 on A Fl V, and u(x) < 1. In the affirmative case such a neighbourhood V can always be chosen from a given base of neighbourhoods of X.
A set A C X is called thin at a point x G A if A\{x} is thin at x according to the above definition, and if moreover x is a polar point, that is x E Xo .
For any set A C X we denote by e(A) the set of all points x G X at which A is thin. According to Def. 4.3, the fine topology on X, determined by the cone 'U, is compatible with the quasi topology determined by C if and only if the following 4 conditions are satisfied :
i) Every quasi closed set A C X is equivalent to some finely closed set.
ii) Every set E C X of capacity 0 is everywhere thin :
iii) Every set E C X, thin at each of its points, has capacity 0 :
iv) Every finely closed set A C X is quasi closed. We shall now obtain sufficient conditions. 2) The axiom II is fulfilled, e.g., if C(E) = 0 implies Rf < 1 everywhere in C E. (For then E = {x G X | RfOc) > 1} is finely closed because Rf is finely u.s.c.). In our applications, C(E) = 0 even implies R^^OinCE.
3) When applied to the pointwise infimum / of an arbitrary family (u^) of functions u^ G^, the axiom III implies that (inf u^ = inf ^ q.e. in Xo . Note that, for k = 1, the property (<3) becomes redundant by the definition of thinness ( § 5.4), while (a) reduces to the axiom III provided that X has a countable base (cf. the preceding remark). Actually, in our applications, (j3) holds for any finite k, the thinness at a polar point being "strong" in the sense of Brelot [2, p. 79].
Proof of the above theorem in the sharper from indicated in the last remark. -We divide the proof into 4 steps, one for each of the properties i)-iv) to be established. In each step the hypotheses used are specified.
Ad i). The axiom I alone implies il
Suppose that A C X is quasi closed. For any c > 0 there exists a closed set F C X such that C(AAF)<£. Since the fine topology determined by the cone U is finer than the initial topology on X, F is finely closed. Writing E : = A A F, hence A C F U E, we obtain AC(FUE)"CFUE =AUE , C(A\A)<C(E)=C(E)<£ , and so A is equivalent to its fine closure A. ( 10 ) Ad ii). The axiom II alone is equivalent to U). Suppose that C(E) = 0. Then every point x of E is polar (that is, C({x}) = 0) and finely isolated because E\{x} is finely closed in view of II applied to the set E\{.x}. The converse is obvious.
Ad iii). When X has a countable base (^n\€N » the axiom HI' implies in).
Suppose that E C X is thin at each of its points, that is, E H b(E) = 0. In particular, every point ofE is polar, that is, E C X^ . Writing E^ = {x G E n ^ | (k + l/p) R^ n ^ M (x) < 1}, we have E = u E^p on account of (j8) in the axiom III' (cf. Remark 3' above). In order to prove that C(E) = 0 it suffices, therefore, to prove that^p ) = ° for ^y pair of natural numbers n, p. Let S denote a countable, dense subset of such a set E^ . For each s G S there exists u, G U such that (k + l/p) u,(s) < 1,'and u, > 1 in E n ^\{s}, a fortiori in E^p\S. Writing / : = inf{^ | s E S} (pointwise), we thus have (k + l/p) /< 1 in S, and/> 1 in E^p\S. On account of (a) in the axiom III', this latter inequality implies that kf> 1 q.e. in E^ \S. On the other hand, (k + l/p) /< (k + l/p)/< 1 in S implies (k + l/p)/< 1 in the closure S D £" p because / is l.s.c. This leads to a contradiction unless C(E^p\S) = 0 and hence C(E^ p) = 0. We have used here that C(S) = 0 because S is a countable subset of E, and every point s^-E is polar, C({s}) = 0.
Ad iv). Suppose that X has a countable base, and that C is sequentially order continuous from below. Then 11,111 and IV (or just II, iii), IV) together imply iv). We begin by proving that R.. is quasi u.s.c. for every function / : X --> [0 , + oo]. According to Lemma 3.3, this amounts to showing that the set
is quasi closed for every real t. Let 3€ denote the class of all sets
where u E ^ and u > /. According to the axiom IV these sets Hy are quasi closed, and it follows therefore from Theorem 2.7 that there exists a set H E 9^ (that is, the intersection of a sequence of sets of class 3€) such that H is quasi contained in each set from S€^ , in particular in each set H^ G^ : C(H\H^) = 0. In view of ii) (which was shown above to be equivalent to II), this implies that ^(H\Hy) = 0, and hence 6(H)C&(Hy) by the additivity of the base operation. Since each Hy is finely closed, &(Hy)C Hy , and consequently 6(H)Cn{HJ«e <; ll , u>f}= ACH .
The set E = H\&(H) is thin at each of its points, hence C(E) = 0 according to iii), and we conclude that A is quasi closed, being equivalent to the quasi closed set H. A set E C X is called polar if it has one of the following properties, which are known to be equivalent for any choice of a function / :
a) There exists u € 'U such that u = + °° everywhere in E. b) R?(.x) = 0 for some, and hence for any x E CE. c) R^Qc) = 0 for some, and hence for any ;cGX. Any countable union of polar sets is polar.
Adjoining to 'U the constant function + oo we obtain the class U^ = ^U U{oo} of all hyperharmonic functions > 0. With the natural (pointwise) order ^^ is known to be a complete lattice in which any family contains a countable subfamily with the same infimum. The infimum inf u^ of any family (u^) in the lattice "U^ is the l.s.c. 2) C(A) = R^Oco) .
( n ) Thus, in case 1, the set function C has its values in the lattice'Uo, of hyperharmonic functions >0 on X (cf. § 1.6).
3) C(A) = / R^dm . 4) C(A) = the outer greenian capacity of A( 12 ).
Each of these set functions is a capacity in the sense of Def. 1.1, sequentially order continuous from below, finely stable (C(A) = C(A)), vanishing precisely on the polar sets (not containing XQ in case 2).
The important property discovered by Choquet [10] for the greenian capacity (cf. the corollary to Theorem 4.3 above) was extended by Brelot [5] to the remaining cases 1, 2, 3 which serve to replace the greenian capacity in the axiomatic theory of harmonic functions ( l3 ). The Choquet property is the crucial point in establishing the compatibility (in the sense of Def. 4.3 above) between the fine topology (associated with the cone ^U of superharmonic functions > 0) and the quasi topology determined by any one of the above 4 capacities. The axioms I, II, III, IV of Theorem 5.5 are likewise satisfied here, but IV plays a secondary role in the present situation ( 14 ).
In the cases 1, 2, and 4, C is an outer capacity (Def. 1.5), more precisely C equals the outer capacity c* associated with the restriction c of C to compact sets (cf. § 2.11). The same holds in case 3 if m does not charge the polar sets and if j Ry dm < + oo. ( 12 ) This capacity is the total mass of the positive measure X on X whose greenian potential GX (defined in terms of the Green kernel G on X by
equals R^. (If the latter is not a potential we put C(A) = 4-oo). ( 13 ) In case 3 it is assumed in [5] that m does not charge the polar sets. This restriction can be removed on account of a theory of finely harmonic functions which we shall develop elsewhere. -Note that, in case 2, the set{;Co} has capacity > 0, and hence XQ should be considered as a non polar point in the definition of the associated base operation and notion of thinness ( § 4.3), even if XQ is polar in the usual sense. ( 14 ) In case 2 the relation R/ = Ry in the axiom III, though valid except in some polar set, need not hold quasi everywhere in all of X with respect to the present C because it may fail to hold at the point XQ if this point is polar in the usual sense (cf. the preceding note). But it does hold q.e. in XQ (as required in III) because Xg = {x ex |C({;c}) = 0} does not contain XQ in this case. In the cases 1,3, and 4 we have Ry = Ry q.e. in X.
If R^. is a potential, the whole space X is q^ayf compact (Def. 2.1), and so is therefore any quasi closed set (in particular any finely closed set)( 15 ).
If/is superharmonic, each of the four capacities is alternating of infinite order, in particular strongly subadditive (cf. Choquet [8] With the fine topology determined by the cone ^ of all superharmonic functions X --> [0, -h °°], the space X is known to be a completely regular Baire space (follows from Theorem 5.1), but neither locally compact nor first countable (follows from Theorem 4.2). Furthermore, X is connected and locally connected in the fine topology. The complement of any polar set is finely connected ; in other words, any set A C X whose fine boundary is polar, is either polar or the complement of a polar set. For these and other properties of connectivity of the fine topology in the present case seeFuglede [17] .
In view of the compatibility between the fine topology and the quasi topology associated with any one of the above capacities, the latter result amounts to saying that the space X is quasi connected in the sense that any set A C X which is both quasi open and quasi closed must be of capacity 0 or the complement of a set of capacity 0( 16 ).
Referring to Brelot [5] we observe that, in the cases 1, 2, and 3 with / finite and continuous, the Green space X may be replaced more generally by any harmonic space in the sense of Brelot [3] , having a countable base of open sets, satisfying the axioms 1, 2, 3, and D, and further admitting a strictly positive potential. The Green capacity (case 4) may be generalized in another direction (at least for X without irregular boundary points), see Example 5.7 below. It can be shown, e.g. by application of the Wiener criterion, that the fine topology of classical potential theory, say in the case where X denotes an open subset of R" (of non polar complement if n = 2), is strictly coarser than the ordinary density topology on R" ( § 4.9), see [17] . This implies that every finely continuous function is "ordinary" approximately continuous and hence of Baire class 1 in the euclidean topology. It follows that the fine topology is not normal( 1 ' 7 ).
5.7.
Example. -(Potentials and capacity with respect to a kernel). Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and G a kernel on X, that is, a l.s. for all x G X, resp. y G X. The G-capacity of a compact set K C X is defined by c(K) : = sup^X)!^^ , G^LI< 1 , ^(C K) = 0} = inf {X(X)|XG^t , 6\> 1 in K}, the equality between the 2 expressions for c(K) resulting from a well known extension of v. Neumann's minimax theorem. The associated inner, resp. outer, G-capacity of an arbitrary set A C X is denoted by c^(A), resp. c*(A) (cf. § 2.11).
We now make the following basic assumptions on the kernel G : 1) G(x, y) should for x =^= y be finite and continuous.
2) G(x, y) should tend to 0 as one of the variables x or y goes ( 17 ) Proceeding as in the analogous case of the ordinary density topology (Goffman, Neugebauer and Nishiura [19] ), we merely choose 2 disjoint countable (hence polar, hence finely closed) sets A, B C X each of which is dense in X in the euclidean topology. A finely continuous function /:X-->[0,1] with /(A) ={0}, /(B) = {1} would have to be discontinuous everywhere in X in the euclidian topology, which is impossible since/is of Baire class 1. -It is, however, easily shown that any finely continuous function defined on a base can be extended to a finely continuous function in the whole space. As to the question of normality of the fine topology in more general cases than here, see a paper by C. Berg to appear in Bull. Sci. Math. 
\/
Under these basic hypotheses GX is, for every X € Wit, quasi continuous and has the quasi limit 0 at infinity in X (cf. § 3.6). For this result, essentially due to Choquet, see Fuglede [13] , where also the following results were obtained : For any set A C X, c*(A) = inf{X(X)|XejT6l , GX > 1 q.e. in A} , the q.e. referring to c*. If c*(A) < + °°, this infimum is attained. Furthermore, c* is sequentially order continuous from below. The quasi compact seis are precisely the quasi closed sets of finite outer capacity.
In the sequel we suppose, moreover, that the locally compact space X has a countable base of open sets. It can then be shown that the restriction "q.e." in the above expression for c*(A) can be dropped for any set A at the expense that the infimum is no longer attained in general. The sets E C X such that c*(E) = 0 are precisely the polar sets, that is, the sets E such that there exists XG^t with GX = 4-oo everywhere in E. And the polar points x G X are characterized by G(x , jc) = + oo.
For ^ we now take the convex cone of all functions represenv t able as the (adjoint) potential GX of a bounded measure XGOTCoo, and for C the outer G-capacity c*. It is well known that R^ = 0 in C E for any polar set E, and that the thinness is always strong at any polar point (in the sense that (j3), Remark 3', § 5.5, holds for any finite fe), see Brelot [2] . In view of Remarks 1 and 2, § 5.5, it now follows that the axioms I, II and IV are fulfilled under our basic hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 on G (provided that X has a countable base of open sets).
The remaining axiom III (resp. Ill') will be fulfilled (even with X in place of Xo) if we further assume that G satisfies the domination principle (resp. the ^-dilated domination principle for some constant Ar€[l , + oo[ ^ which may then be used in (a) of III'), and if, in addition, G satisfies the ^'-dilated maximum principle for some These results (for k = 1) are due to Brelot [2, § 14] under more restrictive conditions than here, see also Fuglede [13] for the case fc> 1. As a specific example recall that the (symmetric) Riesz kernel G^ of order a, 0 < a < n, on X = R", defined by G^x^y)=\x-y\ an (interpreted as + oo for x = y), satisfies the domination principle and the maximum principle (and hence all the axioms I, II, III, IV) for 0 < a < 2, but only the dilated forms of these 2 principles (hence the axioms I, II, III', IV) if 2 < a < n.
Returning to the case of a general kernel G (satisfying our basic hypotheses 1, 2, 3 on a locally compact space X with a countable base), we finally remark that if we merely want to ensure that the property iii), § 5.5, holds -and hence that the fine topology determined by our cone ^U is compatible with the quasi topology determined by the outer G-capacity c* -then it suffices to assume that quasi every point x € X has a compact neighbourhood V^ such that the restriction of G to V^ x V^ satisfies the ^-dilated domination principle for some k which may depend on x,( 18 
